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2. They are accompanied by a form of the thickness of a posteard, liglit
red in colour, identical with Form C5 annexed*; this form is made out by the
office of origin or by any other office which the despatching Administration may
appoint, and is securely attached to the outside of the article. If it does not
reacli the office of destination, the latter makes out a new advice of delivery.

3. The weight of the form of advice of delivery is not taken into account
in calciilating the postage.

4. The office of destination returns the form C5 duly filled up, in the ordinary
iail, unenclosed and free of postage, to the address of the sender of the article.

5. When the sender enquires for an advice of delivery which lias not been
returned to him after a proper interval, enquiry is instituted in accordance with
the rules laid down in Article 130, below. In this case a second fee is not
elharged, and the office of origin inserts on the form C5 the heading "Duplicata
de l'avis de réception, etc."

ARTiCLE 130.

Advice of Delivery Applied For After Posting.

1. When the sender applies for an advice of delivery after the article lias
been posted, the office of origin filîs up a form C5.

2. The form C5 is attached to an enquiry form C9 (sec Article 141 hereafter);
this form, to which is affixed a postage stamp representing the fee due, is
treated as provided in Article 141 except that, in the case of the due delivery of
the article, the office of destination withdrawe the form C9 and returns the f orm
e5 to origin in the manner prescribed by Article 129, § 4.

3. The special arrangements adopted by Administrations in virtue of Article
141 hiereafter, for the transmission of claims respectîng'registered articles, are
8PPlicable to requet for ad'vices, of delivery ma-de after the articles have

benposted.
AIRTICLE 131.

Articles for Deliverij to the Addresee in Person.

1Articles to be delivered to the addressee in person must be marked "A
'*eettre eni main prop)re" underlined in red, or bear a similar indication in a
1a51Iguage known in the country ofl destination.

2. Administrations are oh]ig-ed to make two attempts to deliver these articles.

PARTr IV.
DESPATCII A»U RECEIPT.

CHAPTER I.

ARTICLE~ 132.

Date-stam6p Impressbons.
1Correspondence is impressed on the front by the office of origin with a

thPIndicating, as far as possible in Roman characters, the place of orig-in snd
Ildt f posting. In loclilties wlth several post offices, the obliterating

etrP Muslt lndicate the office of posting.
rerduced hertin.


